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Reprint. 198 x 130 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Includes a new Afterword by the authors One of the most
critical battles of the Afghan War is now revealed as never
before. Lions of Kandahar is an inside account from the unique
perspective of an active-duty U.S. Army Special Forces
commander, an unparalled warrior with multiple deployments
to the theater who has only recently returned from combat
there. Southern Afghanistan was slipping away. That was clear
to then-Captain Rusty Bradley as he began his third tour of
duty there in 2006. The Taliban and their allies were infiltrating
everywhere, poised to reclaim Kandahar Province, their
strategically vital onetime capital. To stop them, the NATO
coalition launched Operation Medusa, the largest offensive in
its history. The battlefield was the Panjwayi Valley, a densely
packed warren of walled compounds that doubled neatly as
enemy bunkers, lush orchards, and towering marijuana
stands, all laced with treacherous irrigation ditches. A mass
exodus of civilians heralded the carnage to come. Dispatched
as a diversionary force in support of the main coalition attack,
Bradley s Special Forces A-team and two others, along with
their longtime Afghan...
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Reviews
Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O tis Wisoky
This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS
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